IT REGARDS ALL OF US IF PEOPLE HAVE NO RIGHTS
IF THERE IS VIOLENCE OR IF PEOPLE DIE
WE ARE ALL THE SAME IN SOME KIND OF WAY
SO STOP DISCRIMINATION AND HATE

ALMOST EVERYONE JUST GOES HIS WAY
NO ONE WAITS, LISTENS OR ASKS IF YOU’RE OKAY
THEY KNOW ABOUT THE PROBLEMS BUT ALL THEY DO IS EVADE
AND AFTER ALL NO CHANGE TAKES PLACE

IT’S THE HARMONY THAT COMES UP IN YOU
THERE ARE NO DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ME AND YOU
YOU’RE TRYING TO FIND THE TRUTH ALTHOUGH IT’S ALL IN YOU
THERE’S A MELODY THAT’S INSIDE ALL OF US

STAND UP FOR EACH OTHER, LET’S CHANGE THEIR MINDS
OUR HEARTS BEAT AS ONE, YOU KNOW THAT I’M RIGHT
AT LEAST WE CAN TRY TO UNITE
’CAUSE THERE’S A MELODY THAT’S INSIDE ALL OF US

HÖRST DU DIE MELODIE?
WIR SOLLTEN AUF EINANDER ACHTEN UND DAS LEID BESIEGEN
UNS NICHT BEKRIEGEN
AUCH WENN DAS GUTE UNS MANCHMAL VERLÄSST,
HALTET EUCH ALLE GEGENSEITIG FEST,
WEIL WIR NUR ALLE ZUSAMMEN STARK SIND UND UNS ALL’ DIE
PROBLEME VERTRAUT SIND
LASST UNS ENDLICH ETWAS MACHEN,
DENN DA DRAUSSEN GIBT ES LEUTE,
DIE HABEN NICHTS ZU LACHEN
LEUTE, DIE HABEN NICHTS ZU LACHEN

STAND UP FOR EACH OTHER, LET’S CHANGE THEIR MINDS
OUR HEARTS BEAT AS ONE, YOU KNOW THAT I’M RIGHT
AT LEAST WE CAN TRY TO UNITE
’CAUSE THERE’S A MELODY THAT’S INSIDE ALL OF US

LISTEN TO THE MELODY, WE SHOULD TAKE CARE OF EACH OTHER
LISTEN TO THE MELODY, TOGETHER WE’LL REMOVE THE BOTHER
’CAUSE ALL TOGETHER WE ARE STRONG, IN A WORLD TO WHICH
WE ALL BELONG
IF WE FIGHT FOR WHAT WE BELIEVE IN WE CAN MAKE THE WORLD
A BETTER PLACE
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